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Synopsis

They’ve always lusted for the man in charge. BBW Brats that want the man of the house desperately. Fertile first time stories! Plus a NEW Bonus story. So Naughty taboo stories of bbw brats and the men of the house they lust after. Tales of big men showing their little princesses how it is done and not pulling out as they beg for more. Bonus story! Brand new from Candy Dance hot, naughty, taboo. (She Is a Blushing BBW Brat) The only place to read it is in this boxset.
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Customer Reviews

I stumbled upon this collection today and I can’t stop reading. It’s very well-written, but above all it’s genuinely HOT. The action is described in a way that makes you feel as if you’re there yourself which is always a bonus in erotica. Stepdads, virgins, and curvy heroines, it’s hard to go wrong with this bundle!
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